Abstract-The transform coding of images is analyzed from a common standpoint in order to generate a framework for the design of optimal transforms. It is argued that all transform coders are alike in the way they manipulate the data structure formed by transform coefficients. A general energy compaction measure is proposed to generate optimized transforms with desirable characteristics particularly suited to the simple transform coding operation of scalar quantization and entropy coding. It is shown that the optimal linear decoder (inverse transform) must be an optimal linear estimator, independent of the structure of the transform generating the coefficients. A formulation that sequentially optimizes the transforms is presented, and design equations and algorithms for its computation provided. The properties of the resulting transform systems are investigated. In particular, it is shown that the resulting basis are nonorthogonal and complete, producing energy compaction optimized, decorrelated transform coefficients. Quantization issues related to nonorthogonal expansion coefficients are addressed with a simple, efficient algorithm. Two implementations are discussed, and image coding examples are given. It is shown that the proposed design framework results in systems with superior energy compaction properties and excellent coding results.
I. INTRODUCTION

I
MAGE transform coding is the most popular method used in image coding applications. An image is linearly transformed to produce a set of linear transform coefficients, which are usually scalar quantized and entropy coded for transmission. To enable efficient coding, the transform is chosen to yield a decorrelated set of coefficients with most of the image energy compacted to the first few coefficients. At the receiving end the coefficients are decoded and inverse transformed to get an approximation to the image.
Generating "good" transformations to achieve desired coding efficiency is a continuing research problem. As a result, numerous transforms like the block transforms-block Karhunen-Loeve transform (KLT), discrete cosine transform (DCT), etc. [1] , lapped orthogonal transform (LOT) [2] , -band perfect reconstruction filterbanks [3] -have emerged with various degrees of success in image coding applications. Clearly, all of these methods can be viewed as linear transforms and one can account for their distinctive features as structural and statistical constraints imposed on the design. For example, in block KLT, the transform is chosen to Manuscript received March 6, 1995 ; revised June 5, 1996 . The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Dr. Amy R. Reibman.
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Publisher Item Identifier S 1057-7149(97)02460-3. diagonalize the correlation matrix of nonoverlapping image blocks, whereas in the LOT transforms are allowed a fixed overlap, and a similar diagonalization is accomplished over overlapping image blocks. In -band perfect reconstruction filterbanks, the design is carried out in the frequency domain with constraints like linear phase, compact support, etc. An important concept involved in the design is energy compaction. Keeping in mind the simple procedure of scalar quantization and entropy coding, energy compaction is a very desired property for efficient compression. Within the bounds of their individual constraints, each of the above mentioned methods, at least implicitly, tries to achieve energy compaction. However, for coding a given class of images, the effectiveness of the existing methods and the relevancy of the imposed constraints is generally unclear. The goal of this paper is to present and resolve the issues pertaining to the design of transforms for efficient image coding, and to formulate the design as an optimization problem under an objective criterion. Specifically, we will generate optimized transform-reconstruction pairs for a general energy compaction measure and address concepts like completeness, orthogonality, nonorthogonality, and statistical orthogonality. We will show that the solution to the general problem can be formulated in terms of optimal linear estimators, which will enable us to specify conditions for the optimality of existing methods. Finally, we will analyze the properties of the designed transforms as well as their suitability to the transform coding paradigm.
To better understand the issues involved in selecting a "good" transformation and to lay a common ground on which meaningful comparisons can be made, we first introduce some definitions. Fig. 3 demonstrates a typical transform coding scenario. Coefficients produced by a transform are coded and transmitted, and retrieved by the decoder to construct an approximation to the original image. Notice that no matter which transform-inverse transform system is utilized, the structure of the middle block, depicted as the "coefficient codec," remains essentially the same. (As we shall see in a later section, one can obtain a general scalar quantization algorithm for the efficient quantization of both orthogonal and nonorthogonal transform coefficients; see also [7] ). Thus, different transform coding methods share an important similarity in the way they manipulate the basic data structure of transform coefficients, which motivates the following definition for the domain of the search for "good" transforms.
Definition 1: For an image divided into by blocks, a generalized block transform is a linear transformation and its block translations 1 applied to the image to generate blocks of transform coefficients, with each translation producing one block of transform coefficients (Fig. 1) .
The emphasis in this definition is on the resultant data structure of blocks of coefficients, where each block of coefficients is associated with a certain region of the image. Since overlapping transforms are allowed, it is easy to see that the various transform methods can be naturally cast into the generalized block transform framework and identified as special cases (Fig. 4 demonstrates this equivalence for 1 I.e., M 1 by M 2 shifts of the transform basis functions over the image plane. a two band filterbank). Thus, the data structure of blocks of coefficients can be said to form a common base for transform coding, and the transform coding problem can be formulated as finding the optimal linear transform-inverse transform pair, which generate and reconstruct from this data structure. Clearly, the relevant definition of optimality depends on the way in which the coefficients forming the data structure are quantized and coded. In this paper, we will propose a general energy compaction measure as the optimization criterion, and show that it is particularly suited to the simple transform coding procedure of scalar quantization and entropy coding. The notion of an underlying data structure of blocks of coefficients will be particularly useful when we formulate the optimal linear reconstruction. We will see that, independent of the structure of the transform generating the coefficients, the best linear reconstruction must compute the optimal linear estimate of the image given the available coefficients.
An important similarity among the existing transform methods is the way in which the resulting coefficients are viewed. For example, the set consisting of the th coefficient from all blocks is said to form the th band or the th order coefficients, and as a result of this, the coefficients are classified into convenient groups. This hierarchical grouping also has coding implications in the sense that lower orders are considered more important than the higher ones and they usually receive priority in coding. To formalize this notion of hierarchy, we provide the following definition of a slice: 
Definition 2:
A slice is a set consisting of the same coefficient from every block produced by the generalized block transform (Fig. 2) .
With the definition of a slice, the simple transform coder can be viewed as a coder that scalar quantizes and entropy codes each slice produced by the generalized block transform. At the receiving end, the decoded slices are used to reconstruct an approximation to the image.
In order to achieve energy compaction, orthogonal transformations are designed to maximize the energy of the transmitted slices, or compact the image energy as much as possible to the transmitted slices. However, for nonorthogonal transforms, where the mean squared error in coefficient domain is not the same as the one in pixel domain, maximizing the energy of the transmitted slices is not necessarily the desired objective. Generally, we want each transmitted slice to convey as much information about the image as possible. For example, if the first slices are coded and transmitted, the mean squared reconstruction error formed by using these slices should be as small as possible. For orthogonal transforms, this translates into the standard definition of energy compaction and, to accommodate nonorthogonal transforms, we define the energy compaction as follows ([4] and [5] have a similar compaction criterion):
Definition 3: For the th slice, the energy compaction EC is the negative mean-squared reconstruction error formed by using only the first slices
EC
Reconstruction error using the first slices where denotes expectation over a class of images. (Notice that a minus sign is introduced so that maximizing EC is equivalent to minimizing the mean-squared error.) Armed with these definitions, let us consider two concepts heavily used by standard designs as rules of thumb, which rarely have the desired effect.
• It is commonly believed that a transformation that decorrelates the coefficients within each block is well matched to the simple coefficient coding procedure of transform coding. Note that such a transform usually does not decorrelate one slice from another because of interblock correlations. Since the transform coder processes each slice separately (not taking advantage of the correlations between different slices), a "good" transformation should actually yield decorrelated slices. Moreover, for a poorly energy compacting transform, even decorrelated slices do not guarantee efficient coding results, since a large number of slices must be transmitted to get acceptable quality in the reconstructed image. On the other hand, a transform that is optimized for energy compaction will directly produce decorrelated slices since, as this paper will show, correlations between slices can be used for energy compaction and superior coding performance.
• The relationship between statistical orthogonality and orthogonal basis functions is another point of confusion. This mainly comes up because of a well-known transform, the block KLT. Block KLT is optimal in the sense of energy compaction for a hypothetical class of images that consist of uncorrelated, stationary blocks. In this case, block KLT optimizes energy compaction, producing statistically orthogonal (decorrelated) slices with orthogonal basis functions. However, for real-world images, where pixels from different blocks are correlated, block KLT will not give rise to decorrelated slices (Fig. 7) . In fact as we will show, one can easily optimize over block KLT using energy compaction as the optimization criterion, by taking advantage of the correlations among slices. In general, orthogonal basis functions will not lead to statistical orthogonality, and in this paper our primary concern will be maximizing energy compaction and achieving statistical orthogonality. Thus limiting orthogonality constraints on transform basis functions will not be a part of our design process. It is clear that a mean-squared error (MSE) optimal decoder, having received slices, must reconstruct the best estimate to the image using all the available slices. Noting the linear decoder in transform coding, this can be accomplished by employing optimal linear estimation in the decoder. Notice that such an estimate exploits all existing correlations between the image and the available slices. Thus to minimize mean squared reconstruction error, the optimal linear decoder must compute the best linear estimate of the image given the slices. To illustrate this, let us consider how such a decoder can be used to improve the energy compaction of a block KLT coder.
Example 1: Suppose that the block KLT is evaluated over a zero-mean image partitioned into blocks. Let denote the block size, let be the image vector and let denote the vector formed by the th slice coefficients.
Assume that only the first slice of coefficients are known to the decoder. An optimal linear decoder formulates the reconstruction as the best linear estimate of the image given the first slice where is the linear estimation operator which multiplies each coefficient in the slice with an estimation weight vector derived from the statistics of a class of images. It is clear that the mean squared error incurred by using such an estimate is no greater than the corresponding value for the standard block KLT reconstruction. Moreover, it follows from linear estimation theory that the optimal linear estimate is statistically orthogonal to the estimation error; thus, an optimal linear estimate effectively decorrelates the first slice to the error or uses all the "linear information" available in the first slice. Another way of saying this is that the best linear estimate optimally utilizes the correlations between the first slice and the other slices to maximize the energy compaction EC . On the other hand, the block KLT does a suboptimal reconstruction from the first slice by ignoring the interblock correlations. This is evident in the image estimate formed by the block KLT, which is very blocky compared to the optimal linear estimate.
Note that because of the above mentioned decorrelation property there is some redundancy in the remaining slices, since part of the remaining slices can be predicted from the first slice. In fact, it is this predictable part that is being utilized by the first slice to construct the optimal linear estimate. Now let us assume that the second slice is made available to the decoder, we can replace the second slice by its innovation (or its unpredictable part) and obtain the best linear estimate using the first two slices as a sum of decoupled estimates If we repeat this procedure times, replacing the slice sequence by an innovations sequence, we obtain the best linear estimate of the image given the first slices as a sum of coarse to finer estimates, as follows:
where Since optimality was not compromised by decoupling, such an estimate minimizes the mean-squared error or maximizes the energy compaction EC for each n! Notice that, by virtue of the innovations procedure, the best estimate is obtained from decorrelated slices. Thus, if the encoder is adjusted to transmit the innovations instead of the original slice sequence, we end up with lower variance coefficients which is obviously desirable in terms of reducing the rate. When all of the innovations slices are made available to the decoder, completeness follows since the decoder can construct the original slice sequence and the best linear estimate of the image given all the slices is the image itself. (For future reference, note that the actual form of the optimal linear estimate is dependent on the transform generating the slices.)
Note that this formulation of the decoder as an optimal linear estimator is independent of the structure of the transform generating the slices, and is motivated by the underlying data structure of blocks of coefficients. Thus, it is evident that the above reconstruction optimization can be applied to any transform. In fact, it is not clear that the block KLT is even the best block transform to use, and one is lead to the question, whether there are transforms that are actually optimal for such a reconstruction! In this paper, we will show that the transform generating the slices can also be optimized, and we will propose an algorithm that jointly optimizes the transform and the reconstruction to maximize the energy compaction EC greedily for each . This will lead to an encoder-decoder structure, where the encoder will produce energy-compaction optimized, decorrelated slices, and the decoder will perform the optimal linear reconstruction. The joint optimization will ensure that for each slice, given the part of the transform generating the slice, the corresponding part of the inverse transform (reconstruction) will be its optimal counterpart, and vice versa. Using the proposed algorithm, we will show that the block KLT is optimal for images made up of uncorrelated stationary blocks, and for this case the optimal linear reconstruction will turn out to be the block KLT inverse transform.
In the best linear estimate of an image, each available coefficient is multiplied by an estimation weight vector. Thus, these estimation weight vectors can be regarded as basis functions that multiply their corresponding coefficients to reconstruct the image. Since there are no orthogonality constraints involved in their derivation, these basis functions will in general be nonorthogonal. However, because of nonzero correlations, these basis functions will have image-wide support; indicating that even distant pixel values can be estimated from a coefficient associated with a certain region of the image. Equivalently, an optimal linear estimate uses all coefficients within a slice to estimate each image pixel. In practice, this leads to a large computational complexity in the calculation of the estimate. This problem can be solved by constraining the support of the estimator, leading to limited support basis functions. In this case, each image pixel is estimated using a small number of coefficients in the slice which "come from" a local neighborhood of the pixel. We will see that the optimization of the transform and reconstruction will enable us to formulate nonorthogonal forward and inverse transforms which maximize the energy compaction under such support constraints.
The standard design of transforms follows two basic steps, as follows.
• Either the transform or the reconstruction is chosen first. Depending on the design criteria, several structural constraints (orthogonality etc.) are imposed. Using these constraints, an appropriate transform (reconstruction) is found which implicitly or explicitly tries to achieve energy compaction and decorrelation. This step basically involves the statistics of the class of images to be coded.
• The reconstruction (transform) is chosen to be the inverse of the transform (reconstruction). It is important to note that, unless the reconstruction is the optimal linear reconstruction for the transform (and the transform is its optimal counterpart), the above reconstruction optimization (and the algorithm proposed in this paper) can be applied to improve the energy compaction property of the transform-reconstruction pair. To maximize energy compaction EC for each , we will propose a sequential and greedy design process in which the part of the transform generating each slice and the corresponding part of reconstruction are jointly optimized. Notice that such a greedy design process is very important in applications like progressive transmission where the number of slices to be transmitted is not known in advance. The statistics of the class of images to be coded will play a dominant role in each joint optimization. In the end however, the designed transform-reconstruction pair will be complete (i.e., one will be the inverse of the other), satisfying the so called "biorthogonal" property.
Section II will present the design process for nonoverlapping transforms. The general design algorithm and the properties of the resulting nonorthogonal transform-reconstruction pairs, as well as the resulting encoder-decoder structure, are presented in Section II-B. In Section II-C, the support of the reconstruction is constrained and similar design equations are obtained, leading to nonorthogonal transform-reconstruction pairs enjoying the same properties as the unconstrained support case. Overlapping transforms, due to their different structure, are considered separately in Section III. In Section IV, the general attributes of the proposed systems are discussed and compared to existing methods. A simple algortihm for the efficient quantization of nonorthogonal transform coefficients is presented in Section V. This algorithm is also motivated by energy compaction, and it serves as a nice complement to the energy compaction optimized transform-reconstruction pairs. Because of the excellent energy compaction properties of the designed systems, a large majority of the transform coefficients will be quantized to zero when coding images at typical bit rates. It has been recently recognized that the efficient management of these large number of zero coefficients is critical to efficient image coding [9] , [10] . Coding examples and implementation details will be provided in Section VI, followed by Section VII of concluding remarks.
A. Notation
Throughout this paper, the images will be considered as divided into blocks. Each translation of the generalized block transform will be centered on a particular block. If the support of the transform is such that it overlaps with surrounding blocks in addition to the block it is centered on, the transform will be classified as overlapping. Otherwise it will be called a block (nonoverlapping) transform.
Boldface lowercase letters ( , etc.) will be used to denote vectors, and boldface capital letters ( , etc.) will denote matrices.
will denote transpose ( , etc.) Block dependence of vectors and scalars will be indicated using a superscript on the variable ( , etc.) Similarly, indices in subscripts will identify the slice to which the quantity is associated ( , etc.) In several cases, especially in the derivation of the estimation weight vectors, a vector will be associated with more than one block. This extra block dependence will be indicated inside parentheses as in to indicate a vector associated with the th and th blocks. Throughout will denote expectation over a class of images.
II. GENERAL DERIVATION
In this section, we will present the design process for block transforms. By considering only the first slice, we will jointly optimize the part of the transform generating the slice and the corresponding part of the reconstruction. This will lead to two design equations, one for the transform vector and one for the reconstruction. We will then extend these results sequentially to higher order slices and get two similar design equations for each slice. These design equations will be used to construct energy compaction optimized transformreconstruction pairs whose properties will be analyzed. For images consisting of uncorrelated stationary blocks, we will show that our derivation reduces to the block KLT.
Our next step will be to limit the support of the estimators and derive the design equations under support constraints. Finally, we will present the nonorthogonal forward-inverse transform pair and the resulting encoder-decoder structure.
A. Optimized Slices for Image Representation
We will now derive the two basic design equations for the first slice. Later, the derivation of this section will be sequentially extended to the higher order slices by means of the innovations procedure used in Example 1. For now, we ignore the questions related to this extension and concentrate on the first slice. The outline that we will follow in this section consists of two steps:
• For a given transform vector, we will derive the optimal linear reconstruction as the best linear estimate of the image using the slice generated by the transform vector.
• Given this reconstruction, we will find the transform vector which maximizes the energy compaction. These two steps will be carried out iteratively to generate a jointly optimized transform-reconstruction pair that optimizes the energy compaction . Let denote the block size and let represent the number of blocks in the image. For convenience, assume that the image is zero mean. The pixels in the th block are arranged to form an -dimensional column vector , where indexes the blocks from left to right and top to bottom.
Let , be a fixed block transform vector producing the first slice of transform coefficients, . The best linear estimate of the image given the first slice is clearly the best linear estimate of each block vector . (The reason for using a local formulation will be apparent later, when we constrain the support of the estimator.) We can obtain this estimate by minimizing (1) where is the linear estimate of and is the weight vector applied to the transform coefficient of the th block , when estimating block . Using the statistical orthogonality of the estimation error to each of the coefficients making up the estimate, and letting ( ) denote the cross correlation of block vectors and 2 , we have (2) from which the weight vectors are solved for each , given the transform vector . Standard block transform methods reconstruct a constrained version of the above estimate from the first slice, which is clearly suboptimal given the correlations among blocks. Now, since the transform vector defines the slice of coefficients, we would also like to set in a way that minimizes the meansquared estimation error (1) . Taking derivatives of (1) with respect to the components of and equating the result to zero yields (3) Notice that this equation has a unique solution for in terms of the . Thus, we can plug in the obtained via (2) to find an improved transform. To find an optimized transform for the best linear reconstruction, we solve (2) and (3) iteratively by first initializing with an initial vector, calculating from (2), solving for the updated , and so on. Throughout, the magnitude of is constrained to one for normalization reasons. At each step of the iteration, the mean-squared error is reduced, and convergence to a zero of the gradient of (1) is guaranteed.
In this formulation, each block coefficient contributes to the overall estimate of the image via . So the estimation weight vectors corresponding to each coefficient can be said to form a basis function , which quantifies the contribution of this coefficient to the estimate. Notice that each such has image-wide support, and its value on the th block is given by . At the end of the iterations, block translations of the obtained transform, and the corresponding basis functions satisfy the first order conditions for a maximum of EC .
Example 2: For the case of uncorrelated, stationary blocks, (2) and (3) lead to Setting as the first block KLT vector yields 2 Throughout this paper we will assume that K(i;i) has full rank, permitting nontrivial solutions , which becomes the first stage of the block KLT 3 . The iterative algorithm described above reduces to the "power method" for the computation of eigenvectors [6] . In this case, the transform optimization, given by the second equation, is critical in ensuring convergence to the block KLT, which has the best energy compaction properties among block transforms. Note, however, that given the existence of correlations among blocks, block KLT is suboptimal in energy compaction because of the implied constraints on reconstruction basis functions.
B. Successive Approximation Approach to Image Representation
In this section, we will apply the above joint optimization algorithm sequentially to each slice. As shown in Example 1, it is possible to obtain the overall estimate of an image given a certain number of slices, in terms of decoupled estimates, using the innovations slices. We will see that one can sequentially optimize the generation and the corresponding reconstruction for each innovations slice, to maximize energy compaction EC greedily for each . This will enable us to propose an encoder-decoder structure, where the encoder will produce energy compaction optimized, decorrelated slices, and the decoder will perform the optimal linear reconstruction.
Let be a set of block transform vectors producing transform coefficients for each block. Consider the innovations slices, formed by the first slice, followed by the second slice of coefficients minus their best linear estimates using the first slice, the third slice of coefficients minus their best linear estimates using the first two slices, and so on. As before, this defines new slices of coefficients such that successive slices are decorrelated. Clearly, using the new slices gives rise to the same estimate of the image, since no information is lost in the innovations procedure. The error resulting from the estimate of the th block using only the first slice is Now, if the second transform vector is applied to these error vectors (instead of the image block vectors), the second innovations slice can be generated without a separate estimation procedure. Then, the estimate of each image block vector from the first two slices decouples into the estimate given the first slice, plus the estimate given the second innovations slice, as in Example 1. Since the second innovations slice is decorrelated to the first slice, the estimate of the image given the second innovations slice can be written as an estimate of the error image blocks given the second innovations slice, i.e.,
. Continuing with the same argument, let be the estimation error in block using the first innovations slices . Then, the th innovations slice is generated by applying to , and the estimate of each image block vector from the first slices can be written in terms of the innovations slices as where are the weight vectors corresponding to the th innovations slice, which is used to estimate the error image blocks , and we have (4) from which the weight vectors are solved for each . Note that, for each , these equations are the same as (2), with replaced with the error correlation matrix , which leads us to the following sequential algorithm to form the overall estimate using the first slices:
Algorithm
• calculate the resulting estimation error for all blocks. Similarly, we can optimize the transform vectors generating the innovations slices by repeating the procedure of the previous section. Specifically, assume that the iterative algorithm of the previous section is carried out for the first slice, resulting in a transform vector and associated weight vectors . In order to generate the second innovations slice, the second transform vector must act on the estimation error of the first slice. Since the estimation weight vectors corresponding to the second innovations slice can also be calculated from these errors (Algorithm 1), we can replace the image by the estimation error of the first slice, and repeat the joint optimization process for the second slice, using error vector correlations . This results in (5) Notice that, this is the same as (3) , that is, the error after all slices are processed is identically zero for each block, and the transform reconstruction system is complete. To show that the resulting are indeed linearly independent, consider the joint optimization process for the second slice. At the equilibrium point where the joint solution is found, (4) and (5) must both hold for the error image and associated correlation matrices obtained after the estimation using the first slice (i.e., for ). Substituting (4) (with ) into the mean squared estimation error using the second slice we obtain (6) where is positive semidefinite. Since is the joint solution, it must be minimizing this expression. Suppose that the vector used in the initialization for the second stage in Algorithm 2 is linearly independent of , the solution to the first stage. Equivalently, using Proposition 2.1, suppose that initially, the second innovations slice coefficients are not identically zero. Clearly, during the iterations of the second stage of Algorithm 2, the second innovations slice coefficients cannot become identically zero, which gives the maximum MSE for that optimization framework. Then, at the end of iterations, can be written as , where are scalars and is a vector orthogonal to , with unit norm. Notice that is a weighted sum of error vector correlation matrices , and by Proposition 2.1, lies in the null space of all such matrices. Thus, substituting into (6), and using Proposition 2.1, we obtain : We have seen that the first stage of Algorithm 2 is equivalent to the power method for the computation of eigenvectors. Note that Algorithm 2, having computed the first stage of the block KLT, replaces the block correlation matrix with the error block correlation , and thus computes the second block KLT vector in the second stage. Thus, it is clear that, if Algorithm 2 is carried out for uncorrelated and stationary blocks, the resulting transform-reconstruction forms the complete block KLT representation. Now, let us see how the resulting transform and estimation weight vectors can be used in an encoder-decoder setting. As we have pointed out, given the simple transform coding procedure, which processes each slice separately, an optimized transform must produce energy compaction optimized, decorrelated slices. The reconstruction, on the other hand, must be the best linear estimate of the image given the available slices. Since we have already optimized the generation and the corresponding reconstruction for innovations slices, it is easy to see that these requirements can be met, provided that we adjust the encoder to produce the innovations slices. This can be done by allowing the encoder to duplicate the optimal linear reconstruction used in the decoder. Thus, consider the encoder that evaluates the first slice of coefficients using and its block translations, computes the best linear estimate using the first slice, and forms the error image, and then applies to the error image to generate the second innovations slice, and so on. For , let denote the matrix whose columns are and its block translations, and denote the matrix whose th column is , the basis function associated with the th innovations coefficient in the th block. (Reconstruction basis functions for higher order innovations slices are constructed exactly like the ones for the first slice of the previous section). The resultant encoder-decoder block diagram is shown in Fig. 6 . Notice that the encoder is different from standard encoders, in the sense that feedback is introduced to calculate the innovations slices. The structure of the decoder, however, remains unchanged. The decoder uses the first slice of block transform coefficients linearly to construct a coarse estimate, which is successively refined with the second innovations slice, and so on. This successive approximation is done without ignoring the block correlations, that is, the decoder uses all the "linear information" in the available coefficients to construct its estimate of the image at each refinement. The encoder keeps track of the decoder and transmits coefficients which, on the average, produce the best linear refinement and leave the least, in MSE sense, for further representation. As a special case, in block KLT the reconstruction turns out to be the same as the transform, and feedback loops are trivially reduced using Proposition 2.2. In general, the reconstruction basis functions, given by the columns of , are nonorthogonal, since orthogonality constraints are not imposed on their derivation. Although we have shown that the transform vectors are mutually orthogonal, note that the transform basis functions obtained after reducing the feedback loops in the generation of each slice, are also nonorthogonal . . . (7) where is a identity matrix. Notice also that, by virtue of the completeness property . . . (8) for . Because of the image-wide support of the reconstruction basis functions, the above framework is computationally difficult. However, the main derivation and structure will remain the same when we constrain the support size, and in particular the results of this section will still hold.
C. Constrained Support Reconstructions
In the previous section, we have seen that one can produce optimized transform-reconstruction pairs, where the reconstruction is the best linear estimate and the transform is its optimal counterpart. As we have noted before, in the best linear estimate of an image, each transform coefficient contributes to all pixels in the image, leading to reconstruction basis functions with image-wide support. In practice, this is undesirable because of the computation load involved in the calculation of the estimate. In this section, we will address this problem by constraining the support of the estimators. Specifically, each transform coefficient will be allowed to contribute to those pixels in the image that are in a certain neighborhood of the region to which the coefficient is associated. Optimization of the transform and reconstruction under such support constraints will be similar to the derivation of the previous section, and the main results will continue to hold. However, because of the imposed constraints, the general encoder's (Fig. 6 ) ability to produce energy compaction optimized, decorrelated slices will be hindered, which will be the main trade-off for computational convenience.
For the th image block, let denote a set of neighboring blocks, including the th block itself. Without loss of generality, assume that for each block, consists of the th block and its eight closest (noncausal) neighbors (Fig. 5) . Assume further that: 4 • The estimation weight vectors do not depend on the block index . In the estimation of the th image block, the weight vectors multiplying the th block coefficients are determined by the relative positions of the blocks and (to simplify notation, hereon is understood to be the estimation weight vector determined by the location of block relative to block ).
• The correlation between blocks and depends only on the relative positions of blocks and . Constraining the support of the linear estimate of the th block to , the design equations (4) and (5) for the th slice become respectively, . Thus, in the estimation of the error block vector , only those coefficients that are evaluated over the neighborhood of this block vector, are used.
Algorithm 2 is also modified in the same fashion, leaving its main sequential structure of calculating error images, etc., unchanged. Notice that Propositions 2.1 and 2.2 continue to hold and, thus, Corollary 2.3 again follows. However, unlike the previous section, the reconstruction basis functions are constrained to have the same support as the neighborhood , and because of the stationarity assumptions, their block dependence is eliminated. Thus, the reconstruction basis functions consist of functions and their block translations , which are overlapping and in general nonorthogonal. The general encoder-decoder structure shown in Fig. 6 remains unaltered, and the transform basis functions are still given by (7) . It is easy to see that the ability of the encoder to produce decorrelated innovations slices is directly tied to the optimality of the estimate used in the reconstruction. Since the constrained estimate fails to use all the available information, strictly speaking the produced slices are no longer totally decorrelated. The decoder again uses the first slice to construct a coarse estimate, which is successively refined using further slices. Existing correlations are fully utilized up to the limitations enforced by the support constraint. The encoder keeps track of the decoder and as before, transmits coefficients which on the average produce the best linear refinement. Fig. 8(a) shows the root MSE versus the number of slices used in the representation of the test image, Lenna, for 8 8 blocks ( 64). The transform and reconstruction basis functions were computed using correlation information from a training set of images 5 . Figs. 9-13 show the first four reconstruction basis functions and transform vectors. Note the 24 24 support of reconstruction basis , consistent with 8 8 blocks, and the assumed neighborhood. Implementation details and the practical computational complexity of the 5 The Lenna image, 512 2 512-luminance, used in our experiments or other versions were not included in the training set. resulting transform-reconstruction pair will be examined in later sections.
III. DERIVATION FOR OVERLAPPING TRANSFORMS
So far we have derived optimized transform-reconstruction pairs for the case where the transforms in the generalized block transform framework had block support. Two types of reconstruction were considered:
• General, image wide reconstructions given by optimized linear estimates.
• Constrained support reconstructions, where the optimality of the linear estimate is traded for computational convenience. We have seen that optimization using either of these types of reconstructions lead to the same properties, and in particular, to the same general encoder-decoder structure. In this section, we would like to extend these results for the case where the transforms in the generalized block transform framework are overlapping. The design for overlapping transforms, when the support of the estimators is not constrained, is essentially the same as Section II-B (given that correlation matrices and transforms are adjusted for overlapping blocks in the relevant equations), and the derived properties continue to hold. However, as we will see in this section, if the support of the estimators are constrained, additional assumptions are needed to guarantee completeness. Since the development for unconstrained support estimators is basically the same as Section II-B, we will skip the corresponding derivation, and concentrate on the constrained support case.
Completeness properties are mainly analyzed in the context of perfect reconstruction filterbanks. The associated difficulties arise when it is desired for "banded" (limited support) transforms to have banded inverses (i.e., be band invertible), leading to banded transform-reconstruction pairs. Notice that in Section II-C, by constraining the support of the estimators and making stationarity assumptions on correlations, we were able to sequentially design optimal banded reconstructions, which were translations of a family of functions. Since the general encoder-decoder structure proposed in this paper results in modified transform basis functions [see (7)], one might think that complete latitude is provided in the solution to the completeness problem. This is not the case, however, and completeness constraints are required for perfect reconstruction. Fortunately, the form of these constraints is not contradictory to our previous derivation for block transforms. In fact, block transforms, due to their nonoverlapping structure, automatically satisfy completeness constraints. This will enable us to modify Algorithm 2 and propose a general sequential algorithm for the computation of optimized and complete transform-reconstruction pairs, under support constraints.
Consider the general encoder-decoder structure shown in Fig. 6 . The completeness condition (8), repeated here for convenience, is if if for . Equivalently, using (7) Without loss of generality, let us fix the neighborhood , as the th block and its eight closest (noncausal) neighbors. Similar to the previous section, this limits the support of the reconstruction basis functions to . Assume that the transform vectors are also constrained to . Now, since the transforms are allowed to overlap, each transform vector overlaps with some neighboring blocks in addition to the block it is centered on. Fig. 5 shows this overlapping. Note that there are 25 transform vectors that overlap with , compared to nine vectors when the transforms were block. Consider the first transform vector and the first reconstruction basis function , centered on block . Using (9), for completeness we must have , and must be orthogonal to all other translations of restricted to . Then clearly, must be linearly independent of its block translations restricted to , for otherwise no such can exist. Now consider the second transform vector and the second reconstruction basis function , centered on block . Again, using (9), for completeness we must have , and this time must be orthogonal to all other translations of and all tranlations of restricted to . This implies that must be linearly independent of its block translations and all block translations of restricted to , and so on. Thus given , there must be vectors with support constrained to , such that is linearly independent of its translations restricted to and all block translations of restricted to . Note that, direct modification of Algorithm (2) for overlapping transform vectors, does not guarantee this property, because of the sequential structure of the algorithm. Moreover, even if the transform vectors satisfy this property, it is not clear that the associated ( ) satisfying completeness are optimal linear estimators with constrained support. Thus, Algorithm (2) must be modified to include the completeness constraint (9) . In order to keep the main sequential structure intact, we propose the following variation.
Let denote a band invertible, linearly independent family of transform vectors. Without loss of generality assume that and their "banded inverse" have support constrained to .
Algorithm 3:
For : • replace each image block vector by the corresponding estimation error vector , and initalize for suitable constants ; • jointly optimize (in terms of ) and , subject to completeness constraint (9), by using the design equations of Section II-C with transforms and correlation matrices modified for overlapping blocks; • calculate the resulting estimation error for all blocks. Note that the search for the optimized transform is limited to the span of , and are constrained for perfect reconstruction. However, for block transforms, any orthogonal set of block transform vectors span the space of all block transform vectors and, as we have seen, the resulting reconstruction basis functions automatically satisfy completeness constraints. Therefore, Algorithm (3) trivially reduces to the constrained support version of Algorithm (2) for block transforms. Fig. 8(b) shows the root MSE versus the number of slices for the test image Lenna (again for 8 8 blocks ( 64), using the same training set as in Fig. 8(a) ), were chosen as the LOT 6 basis functions.
IV. COMPARISON AND OPTIMALITY OF EXISTING METHODS
In the previous sections, we have formulated a general framework for the generation of energy compaction optimized transform-reconstruction pairs. Notice that, in all cases considered, the resulting general encoder-decoder system satisfies the following two important properties:
• The reconstruction is the optimal linear decoder under the given support constraints.
• The transform is the optimal counterpart of the reconstruction, enabling the encoder to transmit those slices, which on the average produce the best refinement in the reconstruction. As we have seen, the resulting basis functions are in general nonorthogonal. One often mistakes the partial linear dependence among nonorthogonal basis functions, with the linear statistical dependence of the expansion coefficients. However, the nonorthogonal nature of basis functions does not imply that the corresponding expansion coefficients are correlated (and can be linearly estimated from one another). Clearly, from a coding viewpoint, the statistical dependence among transmitted slices results in the duplication of information, and in a linear encoder-decoder setting, the encoder must strip the linear part of this dependence to minimize duplication. Thus, the important goal is to produce energy-compaction optimized decorrelated slices, by eliminating the linear statistical dependence among slices. The general encoder-decoder structure proposed in this paper tries to achieve this goal, subject to the imposed constraints, by jointly optimizing the generation and reconstruction from each slice. In this respect, the iterative algorithms we have discussed can be viewed as sequences of optimizations in which the encoder is optimized for the given decoder, and the decoder is subsequently optimized for the given encoder and so on. Notice that, calculation of innovations slices necessitates the introduction of feedback loops in the encoder, and together with the nonorthogonal reconstruction basis functions, destroys the encoder-decoder symmetry found in orthogonal systems.
The identification of blocks of coefficients as a common denominator for generalized block transforms immediately establishes the structure of the optimal linear decoder as an optimal linear estimator. Although one loses the total optimality under various constraints, it is important to note that such an estimate must serve as a beacon in the design of reconstructions. The design framework proposed in this paper is geared toward this objective by utilizing correlation information from a class of images to determine the actual form of the estimate. (One might argue that gearing a design toward a specific class of images results in "signal-dependent" basis functions. However, using the design equations presented in this paper, it is easy to see that any transform-reconstruction pair is "good" for the correlation model for which it is optimal, and the extent of this correlation model in describing real image processes establishes the usefulness of the resulting design.) In comparison, standard designs do not directly utilize this form of the reconstruction and, instead, concentrate on the structural and hierarchical properties of the basis functions. Note also that the ability of the standard encoder to produce decorrelated slices is very limited, and most of the linear statistical dependence among slices is left unexploited. Clearly, unless the transform-reconstruction pair satisfies the derived joint optimization equations, the algorithms described in this paper can be applied to improve the energy compaction and coding performance of standard systems.
The superiority in energy compaction of the designed transform-reconstruction pairs over standard methods inevitably decreases as the number of retained slices increases (see Fig. 8 ). However, the lost advantage in distortion can be gained as a rate advantage after quantization, by appropriate coding. Clearly, the ability of the generalized encoder to produce decorrelated slices translates to gains in rate. Moreover, because of the excellent energy compaction properties of the designed systems, at typical bit rates most of the transform coefficients are quantized to zero. Thus coding algorithms that efficiently manage these large number of zerovalued coefficients can be used to take advantage of energy compaction. A simple algorithm, known as zero tree coding [9] , is shown to achieve significant rate gains over standard independent entropy coding of slices. In this method, certain zero-valued coefficients in each block are grouped together and denoted by special symbols, reducing the part of the rate that goes into the transmission of spurious zeros. Notice that the importance of energy compaction is very pronounced in this method, since it increases the probability of coefficient grouping and the exploitation of coefficient dependence within a block.
V. SCALAR QUANTIZATION AND NONORTHOGONAL TRANSFORMS
Having derived optimized nonorthogonal transform and reconstruction basis functions, in this section, we will consider the quantization of the resulting coefficients, using scalar quantizers. It is well known that for an orthogonal transform, the average mean squared quantization error of the transform coefficients remains invariant under the inverse transformation. However, this is not the case for nonorthogonal transformations, and doing straight scalar quantization in the coefficient domain might degrade performance. The optimal solution to the scalar quantization problem for nonorthogonal transforms minimizes the reconstruction error in the pixel domain via appropriate quantization in the coefficient domain, and it is generally very complex. 7 A simple algorithm that trades optimality with simplicity can be used to avoid this pitfall. Assume that the transform coefficients are evaluated, and scalar quantized. Assume further that the resulting coefficients are partitioned into several sets. The coupled nature of the problem can be suboptimally simplified by solving the quantization problem independently on each of these sets. In particular, the coefficients belonging to a set can be slightly varied to absorb some of the quantization error, while keeping the coefficients in other sets fixed. One can then requantize the updated coefficients, vary the coefficients belonging to another set, requantize them, and so on. At each step, the variations are chosen to minimize existing mean-squared quantization error. It is then easily seen that, for a nearest neighbor quantization rule, the mean-squared quantization error is reduced after each step of variation and requantization. Moreover, by choosing the partitioning sets appropriately, the computation of the coefficient variations can be greatly simplified. (We note that this is a special case of the iterated conditional modes (ICM) algorithm proposed in [8] ).
As a starting point, assume that the coefficients are scalar quantized in the usual manner. Let denote the first quantized coefficient in the th block, and let be the associated basis function. To illustrate, let us partition the coefficients into two sets with set as and set as the rest of the coefficients. Let be the error image vector, resulting from the initial quantization. Suppose we want to vary by an amount to reduce the mean-squared quantization error. This can be done by setting arg min (10)
where denotes the scalar quantization operation. Notice that, for our limited support reconstruction basis functions, each has support constrained to , and the scalar product , is easy to calculate. Now let us extend this idea into an algorithm, which processes the coefficients one slice at a time. Assume that within each slice, the coefficients are partitioned into disjoint sets, such that coefficients in a given set belong to blocks that are not in each other's neighborhood. In each set, the coefficients can be individually varied and requantized in turn using (11), updating the quantization error along the way. After this, the variations are established for the next set, and so on. The variations for the slice are terminated when the total variation of the coefficients within the slice is under a given threshold, and the algorithm proceeds to the next slice.
Algorithm 4 (Quantization): For , For : • partition the th slice into disjoint sets; • While the total variation for the th slice is above a threshold, For , vary the coefficients in set via (11), updating the quantization error along the way. The above algorithm is clearly suboptimal, but because of the decreasing average quantization error, convergence to a local minimum is guaranteed. Our experiments using uniform quantizers show that the algorithm converges very rapidly. The total variation at each stage decreases significantly after a few iterations, and we found that, in general, one pass ( 1) is enough to force the algorithm close to a stable point (see also [7] ). For a scalar quantizer with a dead zone around zero, the decreasing average quantization error property may not hold after each variation since, strictly speaking, the nearest neighbor quantization rule is lost [7] . However, the performance of the algorithm was still satisfactory.
Note that because of the suboptimal nature of the algorithm, initial conditions play an important role, and the role of the transform and initial scalar quantization can be seen as providing a good starting point for the algorithm. The encoder becomes much more complicated than the decoder, which as before, simply calculates the reconstruction given the quantized coefficients. Therefore, the asymmetry of the encoder-decoder pair (Fig. 6) is amplified, and Algorithm 4 can be viewed as yet another effort to optimize the encoder for the given decoder. Note also that the algorithm is trivially reduced to straight scalar quantization, for orthogonal systems. Since it is motivated solely by distortion, the rate change induced by carrying out Algorithm 4 is unclear. At low bit rates, corresponding to coarse quantization, by starting with the first slice and gradually modifying higher order slices, the operation of the algorithm is consistent with the sequential energy compaction procedure. Thus, we can generally expect the algorithm to marginally improve rate. Our experiments confirm this observation. We notice 0.5 dB-1 dB peak signal-to-noiseratio (PSNR) improvement (at approximately 1 b/pixel) over straight scalar quantization, usually accompanied by a slight decrease in rate (implementation details are discussed in the next section).
VI. I . MPLEMENTATION AND IMAGE CODING EXAMPLES
To demonstrate a practical implementation using a training set, we generated optimized transform-reconstruction pairs for 8 8 blocks ( 64) and consisting of the th block and its nearest eight noncausal neighbors (because of the noncausal neighborhood, images were periodically extended beyond their boundaries). The relevant correlation matrices were computed by averaging over a training set of 25 images. 8 At the end of this operation, a final averaging was done to impose a circular symmetry criterion, using the assumption that the correlations obtained from images and their rotated (by 180 ) versions should be the same. For the block transform implementation (Section II-C), the transform vector for the th slice was initialized using the first eigenvector of the error block correlation matrix , prior to the iterations of Algorithm 2. For the overlapped implementation (Section III), the transform vector for the th slice was initialized as the th LOT 9 transform vector, prior to the iterations of Algorithm 3
. In both algorithms, the iterations were affected until the total root mean-squared variation of the vectors from one iteration to the next were under a threshold. We observed rapid convergence in both algorithms.
The resulting transform and reconstruction pairs were used universally for images outside the training set. Fig. 8(a) and (b) show the root MSE versus the number of retained slices 8 The training set includes gray-scale images of various dimensions like House, Tree (256 2 256), Baboon, F-16, Peppers (512 2 512), Airport (1024 2 1024) among others. for the test image Lenna 10 for both implementations. We also used the transform reconstruction pair resulting from the block based implementation to code the test image Lenna at various bit rates. The results are shown in Table I . The transform coefficients of the image were quantized using Algorithm 4 with only one pass ( 1) . To reduce the variance of the first slice, the first transform coefficient of each block was linearly estimated using the first coefficients of a causal neighborhood of nearest four blocks and the resulting error requantized (the estimation coefficients were again derived from the same training set and used universally). The quantized coefficients were coded as described in [9] with minor differences. Since the wavelet hierarchy is not in any way implied for our 10 The Lenna image, 512 2 512-luminance, used in our experiments or other versions were not included in the training set.
coefficients, a simple END OF BLOCK descriptor was used instead of the "ROOT" symbol, at each threshold level. Note that this defines a unary tree in which each node, other than the top and bottom nodes, has exactly one parent and one child. (No arithmetic coder conditioning was done). The coded images are shown in Fig. 14(a)-(d) .
VII. CONCLUSION
We have examined the transform coding problem from the unified perspective provided by the generalized block transform definition. The essential commonality of seemingly different approaches were underlined as the desire to represent and code images from a specific data structure of blocks of transform coefficients. From this point of view, we have specified the transform coding problem as finding the optimal transform reconstruction pair that generate and reconstruct from this data structure. Subject to the simple and generic transform coder, we have pointed out the importance of energy compaction and decorrelation in terms of slices of coefficients. We have proposed a general energy compaction measure accommodating both orthogonal and nonorthogonal representations. This general energy compaction measure was subsequently optimized to generate optimized transform reconstruction pairs under support and structural constraints. We have shown that the form of the optimal linear reconstruction is an optimal linear estimate, and is independent of the structure of the transform generating the coefficients. The optimization of the transform was carried out with such a reconstruction in mind, resulting in sequentially optimized transform reconstruction pairs. Algorithms for the computation of these representations were provided. We have analyzed the properties of the resulting systems and compared them to existing methods. In particular, we have proposed an encoder-decoder structure producing energy compaction optimized, decorrelated slices. Contrary to standard methods, we have seen that in general the optimized transform reconstruction basis are nonorthogonal. Quantization issues for nonorthogonal expansions were addressed with a simple and fast algorithm. We have demonstrated the superior energy compaction properties of the designed systems and provided coding examples producing excellent results for a variety of bit rates.
The computational complexity of the proposed representations can mainly be attributed to the support size and the nonseparable nature of the resulting basis. In practical coding schemes the complexity of the encoder is usually considered subordinate to that of the decoder. Thus, the support size and the nonseparability of the reconstruction basis is the primary concern in an implementation. Note that, because of the circular symmetry constraint imposed on the correlation matrices, the designed transform reconstruction pairs are circularly symmetric, reducing the decoder complexity. (For the overlapped implementation, this is not true for the transform basis if the generating vectors in Algorithm 3 are not circularly symmetric). Thus, the decoder complexity is not unreasonable. Moreover, due to the excellent energy compaction properties of the designed systems, most of the coefficients are quantized to zero at typical bit rates, reducing the practical computational complexity further. However, the encoder is still complex mainly because of the quantization algorithm. An important point to note is that the formulation we have presented is sufficiently general, and application specific constraints (separability, etc.) can be easily incorporated into the optimization framework. In particular, operational rate distortion algorithms can be most readily combined with the quantization algorithm without increasing the complexity. With such a setting it is straightforward to design optimized systems outperforming conventional systems with similar complexity.
